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Abstract. The RICE experiment (Radio Ice Cherenkov Ex-
periment) at the South Pole, co-located with the AMANDA
experiment, seeks to detect ultra-high energy (UHE) electron
neutrinos producing radio-frequency Cherenkov radiation in
cold polar ice. We describe calibration procedures used to
measure the neutrino flux.

1 Introduction

The RICE experiment presently consists of an 18-channel ar-
ray of radio receivers (“Rx”), scattered within a 200 m � 200
m � 200 m cube, at 100-300 m depths. Nine receivers are
buried in the boreholes drilled for the AMANDA photomul-
tiplier tube deployment during the 1996-97, 97-98, and 99-
00 austral summers. Six receivers are located in dedicated
RICE holes; four such holes were drilled with a mechani-
cal hole-borer in 1998-99. The signal from each antenna is
boosted by a 36-dB in-ice amplifier, then carried by � 300 m
coaxial cable to the surface observatory, where the signal is
filtered (suppressing noise below 200 MHz), re-amplified (ei-
ther 52- or 60-dB gain), and fed into a CAMAC crate. After
initial discrimination (using a LeCroy 3412E discriminator),
the signal is routed into a NIM crate where the trigger logic
resides. A valid trigger signal initiates readout of receiver
waveforms, as recorded on HP54542 digital oscilloscopes.
Also deployed are three large TEM surface horn antennas
which are used as a veto of surface-generated noise.

2 Timing Calibration and ��� � � Measurement

Event and source reconstruction is based on our knowledge
of the array geometry, ice properties and thus the expected
times a wave-front propagates from the source to any given
receiver location. Knowing the time differences ��	�
� between
all pairs ����� � � of hit antennas we perform ��� minimization to
find the source location and source direction. For the full
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reconstruction this method requires at least four antennas to
be hit (i.e., 3 ��	�
�� values). Uncertainties in ��	�
� arise from
several sources, including risetime resolutions ( � 10-20 ns),
differences in signal propagation velocity in the ice due to
variations in the dielectric constant with depth, differences
in signal propagation speed within the different analog ca-
bles being used, differences in cable lengths, and deployment
surveying uncertainties.

Fig. 1. Reconstruction of Tx pulse, based exclusively on measured
receiver times. Diamond indicates surveyed location of transmit-
ter; color intensity code indicates ��� of reconstruction. Open white
squares indicate receivers.

Buried transmitters (“Tx”) are used to calibrate the channel-
to-channel timing delays. A 5 ns duration pulse is sent to one
of the five transmitters, which subsequently broadcasts the
signal to the receiver array. An event vertex is reconstructed
exclusively from the measured time delays; comparison with
the actual transmitter location allows a calculation of the tim-
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ing residual � � for each channel, based on the timing uncer-

tainty � � ��� � � : ��� �  "!�#%$'&)(�!�*+�, - � � !/.)0�!�1324!�*+4,5 6)7 
��98 � � . An iterative procedure
is used to calibrate out the observed channel-to-channel tim-
ing delays and minimize the timing residuals for an ensem-
ble of events. Typical timing calibration corrections are � 20
ns per channel. A calibration event is shown in Figure 1.
Here the � � probability is calculated over a 3 dimensional
grid (grid bin size = 10m) of possible vertex points; the grid
corresponds to a cube 500 meters on a side. Three orthogo-
nal 2 dimensional slices, each passing though the minimum
value of � � are shown. The colors indicate likelihoods rang-
ing from near zero (black) to near unity (red). Small squares
indicate the positions of RICE receivers and the white dia-
mond indicates the surveyed position of the RICE transmitter
96Tx1 which emitted the reconstructed pulse. In this case the
difference between surveyed and reconstructed event vertex
is about 13m. The spatial residual, at this very early level of
calibration, is typically 10 meters, which is consistent with
the intrinsic resolution of our calibration technique.

2.1 Measurement of Refractive Index

The complex dielectric constant ��� � � allows one to cal-
culate both the absorptive and refractive effects of the ice.
The imaginary part of the dielectric constant (the “loss tan-
gent”) prescribes losses due to absorption; the real part cor-
responds to the refractive index of the medium. Information
on the refractive index can be derived from temperature and
density profiles acquired by AMANDA deep drilling opera-
tions. Such profiles ( : ��;<��=>� ) can be combined with labora-
tory measurements of the dependence of the index of refrac-
tion of ice on temperature and density ( ? ��;<�9=@� ) to predict
the expected index of refraction profile at the South Pole as
a function of depth ? � : � . This derived ? � : � function can
be compared with the profile calculated directly from RICE
transmitter data. Using the surveyed transmitter and receiver
locations, combined with Fermat’s principle, one can deter-
mine the profile ? � : � which reproduces the observed ; A BC A radio signal transit times. The comparison between the
measured ? � : � function determined from transmitter data with
the “derived” ? � : � profile is shown in Figure 2. Agreement
is satisfactory.

Absorption of radio waves in cold glacial ice is temper-
ature, density, and frequency dependent and has been mea-
sured (Bogorodsky and Gavrilo, 1980), indicating attenua-
tion lengths D � 1-10 km. at frequencies in the range 100
MHz – 1 GHz. Given the small scale of our current array
( � 100 m) compared to the very large attenuation length D
expected for Polar ice in the 100 MHz – 1 GHz regime, our
baseline is insufficient to reproduce previous measurements
of D in cold polar ice; long baseline transmitter measure-
ments are an objective of future campaigns.

3 Antenna Response and Gain Calibration

Although the neutrino search analysis is, at this point, based
only on channel-to-channel timing (Seckel, 2001), the ampli-
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Fig. 2. Index of refraction as a function of depth.

tude calibration is needed in order to ensure that the discrim-
inator efficiency, as a function of threshold voltage setting, is
reliably calculable. I.e., for a neutrino of a given energy at
a given distance from an antenna, we need to be certain that
the array is sensitive to the resulting Cherenkov signal.

One of the fundamental parameters used to define any an-
tenna is the effective area EGF�HIHJ��K"��LM� ; this is related to the in-
cident Cherenkov signal intensity N as: OQP R � S N ETF�HIH . The
full antenna performance is usually characterized as either
an effective area E F)H�H ��K"��LM� or a complex effective heightU ��K"��LM� . The effective area and the magnitude of the complex
effective height can be related through: V U V S W X E F)H�H>Y ��Z [ \^]_�
( S W XT` � ��a b � ? � Y ��cede\^] � � ), where the impedance X has
been normalized to 50 f . The polarization of

U
is aligned

along the dipole axis g? h as
U Sji g? h , where i is the magni-

tude of effective height. The complex effective height
U

(in
units of meters) is simply related to both the magnitude and
the phase of the voltage resulting from the application of a
complex electric field vector at the antenna load by: k P R � Sl 
'm�n U = i l 
'monpg? h . The full, complex transfer function qr� � �
for the antenna, in principle, gives a complete description of
the antenna (+cable) response. This function qr� � � can be
written as the product of the complex impedance of the (an-
tenna+cable) st� � � multiplied by the complex height func-
tion

U � � � , properly taking into account potential mismatches
between the impedance of the antenna and the impedance of
the attached cable: q S U � Xvuxwzy|{ F}� Y �ps w~m � F m�m�w���Xvuxwzy|{ F~� ,
with X�uxwzy|{ F =50 f + �x\ef . Both the magnitude and phase of the
effective height are both determined directly from measure-
ments made on the KU Antenna Testing Range (KUATR);
s w~m � F m^m�w is determined from reflected power measurements
on a Network Analyzer (NWA).

On the Testing Range, a transmitter broadcasts a signal of
known strength and phase to a receiver; the receiver response
is recorded by a NWA. The magnitude of the effective height
measured for a typical RICE dipole is given in Figure 3. The
peak frequency ( � 600 MHz) is roughly consistent with the
dimensions of the half-dipole ( � 15 cm); the effective height,
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Fig. 3. Modulus of RICE dipole effective height (m.) as a function
of frequency.

as expected, also has magnitude of order 10 cm. at the peak
frequency.

The phase variation of the effective height has also been
measured as a function of frequency at KUATR; approxi-
mately: ��L��|LM����\�� \e�"ZIL (rad). (Note that, neglecting this
phase variation with frequency can only result in an over-
estimate of the antenna sensitivity to a broadband, narrow-
duration time pulse, since the calculated antenna sensitivity
would therefore neglect destructive interference between dif-
ferent frequency components.) Given the magnitude of the
effective height, the phase variation of the effective height,
and the magnitude and phase variation of the complex an-
tenna impedance sr� � � , the complex transfer function qr� � �
can now be calculated, and used to predict the expected wave-
form observed in a RICE antenna in response to a narrow
impulsive signal. This is done by transforming the input
impulse k���	�� to frequency space, multiplying the function
k�� � � by the transfer function qr� � � (properly normalized),
and then transforming back to the time domain to give k��%��	�� .
Figure 4 shows the result of this exercise. Qualitatively, the
after-pulsing observed in data (Seckel, 2001) is reproduced
by our complex transfer function, although we stress that the
actual expected signal shape observed requires knowledge of
the details of the input signal.

Dipole response has also been measured as a function of
both azimuthal and polar angles. The polar angle response is
observed to be well approximated by a �z�^� � K dependence (in
power); the dipole response in azimuth is observed to be flat,
as expected.

3.1 Amplifier Gain Calibration

Signals from the antennas are boosted by two stages of am-
plification, totalling from between +88 dB – +96 dB of gain,
depending on the channel. For a RICE waveform contain-
ing only (“unbiased”) thermal noise, the total power in a
frequency interval ��� can be calculated from the discrete

Fig. 4. Expectation for observed RICE signal shape V’(t) based on
measured effective height and complex impedance function, given
a delta function input signal to a RICE antenna.

Fourier transform of the waveform as O m P 
3� F S � ;T��� (we
check several 50 MHz-wide frequency bins from 250 to 500
MHz for this calculation). Since the total noise power in
this band at the input to the antenna can also be written as
O � � � Sj� ���� , we can relate O � � � S O m P 
3� F~a , where a is
the overall gain of the system. Thus, based on the rms voltage� k � of the 8192 samples contained in these “unbiased”
waveforms, the gain of the amplifiers can be calculated in
situ. The amplifier gain measured this way is flat up to the
bandwidth limit of the oscilloscopes (500 MHz); direct lab-
oratory measurements of the amplifier gain using a network
analyzer are consistent with flat response up to 750 MHz.
Most( � 90%) of the amplifiers are stable to 1-2 dB over the
course of data-taking thus far analyzed.

3.2 Full Circuit Amplitude Calibration

In the final step of our amplitude calibration, the antenna re-
sponse to a continuous wave (CW) signal broadcast from an
under-ice transmitter is measured in situ. This test calibrates
the combined effects of all cables, signal splitters, amplifiers,
etc. in the array. A 1 milliwatt (0 dBm) continuous wave
signal is broadcast through the transmit port of an HP8713C
NWA. The NWA scans through the frequency range 0 B 1000
MHz in 200 bins, producing a 0 dBm CW signal in each fre-
quency bin. The signal is transmitted through � 1000 feet
of coaxial cable to one of the five under-ice dipole transmit-
ting antennas. The transmitters subsequently broadcast this
signal to the under-ice receiver array, and the return signal
power from each of the receivers (after amplification, pass-
ing through cable and fed back into the return port of the
NWA) is then measured. Using laboratory measurements
made at KUATR of: a) the effective height of the dipole
antennas, as a function of frequency (previously described),
b) the dipole Tx/Rx efficiency as a function of polar angle
and azimuth, c) cable losses and dispersive effects (cables
are observed to be non-dispersive for the lengths of cable,
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Fig. 5. Comparison of expected (solid curve) vs. measured (histogram) Tx   Rx signal strength for one transmitter broadcasting to 16
receivers. Vertical scale is Return-Power/Transmit-Power, in dB. No data is shown for the receiver (channel 3, top row) in the same hole as
the transmitter being used for this test, due to possible cross-talk effects. Corrections for the measured roll-off of surface amp gain for some
channels above 700 MHz have also not been made.

and over the frequency range used in this experiment), d) the
gain of the two stages of amplification as determined from
RICE data acquired in situ by normalizing to thermal noise
O�m P 
'� F S � ;T��� S¡� � k �w~m � � Y X ), and e) finally correct-
ing for Z Y ¢ � spherical spreading of the signal, one can model
the receiver array and calculate the expected signal strength
returning to the input port of the network analyzer. This can
then be directly compared with actual measurement. Such a
comparison, as a function of frequency, is shown in Figure 5
for one transmitter (97Tx3). Below 200 MHz, the attenuating
effect of the high-pass filter is evident. Within the “analysis”
frequency band of our experiment (200 MHz - 500 MHz),
our level of uncertainty in the total circuit power is £ 6 dB.
Note that, for the case of a neutrino event, this uncertainty
can be considered to be conservative, as it folds in effects of
both the receiver and the transmitter.

In sum, a first-pass calibration of both the time and ampli-
tude response of RICE radio receivers has been made, relying
primarily on data taken in situ. The calibration of the detec-
tor is sufficient to allow limits to be placed on the incident
high-energy neutrino flux.
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